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University to
launch broad
review of
GW Athletics

GSPM
restarts
director
search

SlamDunk

by louis nelson
Sports Editor

The University’s highest governing body is
preparing a comprehensive review of GW Athletics – one that will assess the direction of the
department and the varsity, intramural and club
sports it houses.
The Board of Trustees appointed New York
Yankees Team President and alumnus Randy
Levine to oversee the review that comes on the
heels of athletic director Jack Kvancz’s retirement after 17 years as the department’s leader.
Board of Trustees Chairman Russell Ramsey
said while Kvancz’s retirement makes the timing of the review convenient, the impetus came
from a desire to maximize GW’s assets.
“We’ve been kicking around the idea of,
‘How do we take advantage of the newly renovated Smith Center?’ and there were a number
of ideas that came forward. And then when Jack
indicated that he was going to retire, he turned
65 I believe in August, it just kind of crystallized,” Ramsey said. “It’s obviously no secret
that a high-performing athletic department in a
University can create school spirit, it can enhance
the national visibility. It’s fun, and it brings together multiple walks of life,” he added.
Ramsey said the review is unrelated to the
frustrations over GW’s two flagship athletic programs: the men’s and women’s basketball teams.
After a rocky start this season, the men’s team
has improved and currently stands as No. 5 in
the Atlantic 10 conference. This has not quelled
some students and fans from calling for head
coach Karl Hobbs' removal. The women’s team
faced its worst loss in the program’s history to
Temple Wednesday.
“[There's] no correlation to the basketball
programs. We have two separate programs, two
coaches, both in the middle of contracts, and
both part of the overall review. But no different than baseball, lacrosse, swimming or golf,”
Ramsey said. “This isn’t because anything’s broken. We graduate our student athletes, I think, at
one of the highest levels in the [A-10]. We have
good programs across the board.”
Ramsey said the committee would hold an
organizational meeting within the next month
and would ideally have its strategic plan ready
by the time students return to campus in the fall.
See ATHLETICS: Page 8
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Sophomore Bryan Bynes drives to the basket during GW's 82-80 win over La Salle in Philadelphia
Saturday night. With the win, the Colonials are tied for fifth place in the Atlantic 10 standings.

The Graduate School of Political Management is restarting its director search,
after the dean that oversees the school said
none of the candidates were deemed fit for
the job.
The announcement comes on the heels
of complaints from adjunct faculty and
alumni in GSPM, who said GSPM Dean
Kathleen Burke was not inclusive in the
hiring process, and created impractical hiring requirements that would hurt the quality and type of leader the school needs to
thrive.
“While many fine candidates applied
for the position, in the final analysis, I determined that no one candidate was a perfect
fit for achieving the aspirations and goals
that we all hold for the school,” Burke said
in a letter sent to select groups within GSPM
and the College of Professional Studies,
which houses GSPM.
The new search will be conducted by
an outside search firm, a method not previously used.
The executive director pool was whittled down to three candidates, including
acting director Charles Cushman. Candidates for the position had to possess a Ph.D.
or law degree, a prerequisite that disqualified some professionals in the field of political management – including a former
congressman.
"It is not University practice to comment on details related to past, current or
future searches, including internal communications and candidate names," Burke
said in a statement provided by the Office
of Media Relations.
Throughout the search process, adjunct
faculty members and alumni asked for
more opportunities to participate, sending
letters to University administrators and
Burke, but said they never received a response addressing their concerns.
Burke’s letter announcing the new
search was not immediately shared with
adjunct faculty.
Ed Grefe, an adjunct professor in GSPM
See GSPM: Page 6

Univ. changes Greek housing policy
by madeleine morgenstern
Campus News Editor

hatchet file photo

Three Greek-life chapters will be removed from Townhouse Row and
replaced next year with Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Sigma Sigma and Sigma Chi.

Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Sigma Sigma and
Sigma Chi will each receive townhouses
on Townhouse Row next year, replacing
the three Greek-life chapters that pled
guilty to hazing and alcohol violations last
month.
Student Activities Center Executive
Director Tim Miller said the decisions
were based on the last housing applications chapters submitted in 2009. Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma Phi Epsilon lost their townhouses following a 3 month-long investigation ending in January, leaving the coveted spaces

up for grabs for the rest of the Greek-life
community.
“As these vacancies occurred during
the first year of the 2-year lease terms that
were established during the last allocation
process, we felt it was fair and appropriate
to utilize these rankings,” Miller said.
Miller also announced Thursday
changes in the Greek-life housing process.
He said housing leases will now run
for 3 years instead of 2, and chapters will
be able to continually add time to their
leases “barring serious incidents or the
chapter choosing to not re-lease the facility.”
Miller said he did not believe any one
chapter would dominate a townhouse

endlessly because all chapters eventually
violate the University’s Student Code of
Conduct.
“I think there will be other opportunities for other chapters to move into houses,” Miller said. “If history shows, every 4
years or so everyone has made a mistake
and been held accountable.”
Miller said the changes to the system
were made in consultation with chapter
house managers and chapter advisers and
have been in the works since housing allocations were set in December 2009.
“We’ve been thinking [about changing
the allocation process] ever since we did
See GREEK: Page 6

Twelve crowd candidate pool for top two SA spots
by jamie blynn
Hatchet Staff Writer

Eight more students entered an already crowded pool for the Student Association’s two top spots
over the weekend, bringing the number of candidates seeking the SA presidency and executive vice
presidency to 12, double that of last year’s election.
Seven candidates are running for SA president,
including newly declared SA Finance Committee
chair Chris Clark, U-At Large, former Sen. Caleb
Raymond, former Joint Elections Committee member and former Sen. Phil Gardner and SA outsiders Kwasi Agyeman and Joshua Benjamin. They
join current Sen. Jason Kaplan, CCAS-U, and John
Richardson, another SA outsider, who declared last
week.
Clark, a junior and a 2-year veteran of the SA
Senate, said he plans to center his campaign on reforming the organization’s efficiency and structure.
If elected, he said he will continue to advocate for
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Chris Clark

See SA: Page 6
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IN Brief

7-Eleven to extend
hours on trial basis

Neighbors of the 7-Eleven located behind GW Hospital said they support the
convenience store staying open 24 hours,
but some residents are requesting the store
face a trial period before its permanent operating hours are set.
The store currently operates from 7
a.m. to 11 p.m., but its owners want to
extend operating hours to compete with
businesses expected to open this year just
down the street at The Avenue development.
The owners of the 7-Eleven at 912
New Hampshire Ave., Sam Mothamdi
and his mother Shala Mothamdi, asked
Wednesday for the support of the Foggy
Bottom and West End Advisory Neighborhood Commission in order to go before the Zoning Commission to change
store hours.
Mothamdi emphasized at the ANC
meeting that besides the hours of operation, nothing else about the store would
change, though he’s working on enhancing
security.
“We’re actually upgrading our security system. I’m buying an $8,000 system,”
Mothamdi said of the security system.
Some ANC commissioners and residents leaned toward allowing 7-Eleven to
extend its hours right away, but Commissioner Asher Corson requested he be able
to work on establishing a trial period with
the owners, as the store is in his singlemember district.
The ANC passed a resolution approving the start of negotiations between Corson and the owners of the 7-Eleven. Once
the trial period is set, the 7-Eleven could
operate for 24 hours a day while the ANC
evaluates any consequences of the change
in hours.
“The trial period is to make sure that
there are no negative effects to the surrounding neighborhood from going to 24
hours, and the only way to do that is to
give it a shot,” Corson said. “The trial period doesn’t assume there’s a problem, it’s
just making sure there isn’t one.”
The timing and length of the trial period hasn’t been determined, but if it goes
well, the ANC may offer formal support for
Mothamdi’s request to extend store hours.
Mothamdi has managed the 7-Eleven
for the past 20 years, and had the support of a 7-Eleven market manager, Scott
Teachenor, who attended the ANC meeting. He noted at the meeting that of the
6,500 7-Eleven stores around the country,
only about 30 still have limited hours, and
Mothamdi’s is the only location in D.C. not
open 24 hours.

–Jeff Richards

Jordan emont | contributing photo editor

Engineering master’s student Simon Bonnevie shoots pool at the Graduate Student Billiards Night sponsored by GradLife, a monthly event held in the Marvin
Center Hippodrome on Thursday nights.
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Student groups held an open-mic night
at the Fishbowl Thursday.

The Colonials beat La Salle on the road
in Philadelphia.

Students put their history knowledge
to the test in honor of Presidents Day.

February
Tuesday
George Washington’s
Birthday Bonfire
Celebrate the birthday of GW’s namesake
with a bonfire, music, free food and a
pie-eating contest.
University Yard • 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

Arab Uprising

22

Join the Arab Student Association
for a discussion on revolts in the
Arab world.
Marvin Center, room 309 •
6:30 to 8 p.m.

Presidential trivia

Wednesday

23

Research career panel

Security Policy Forum

Want to work at a think tank?
Hear about four panelists’
experiences.
1957 E Street, room 602 •
3:30 to 5 p.m.

Listen to four experts recount their
experiences advising the president on
national security matters.
1957 E Street, 7th floor City View Room •
5:45 to 7:15 p.m.
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Area schools spend larger chunk of tuition on learning
by ANDREA VITTORIO
Campus News Editor
The portion of student tuition dedicated to classroom
instruction at the University
lags nearly 20 percent behind
other colleges in the District,
according to an analysis by
an economics professor.
Professor Anthony Yezer
said GW spends about 31.5
percent of the tuition netted
after average financial aid
costs – or $8,750 – in the classroom, while American University spends 49.9 percent
and Georgetown University
spends 48.7 percent.
Yezer said the disparity
indicates skewed priorities at
the University, as an increasing amount of money has
been shifting from its operating budget to its capital budget for more than a decade.
Yezer calculated the disparity by comparing the total
amount of tuition collected

Percent of D.C. universities'
tuition spent in the classroom
31.5 percent
49.9 percent
48.7 percent
Source: GW economics Professor Anthony Yezer

per student to the annual instructional expenditure per
student.
The University’s operating expenses for classroom
instruction include costs such
as salaries and benefits of faculty members and adminis-

Graphic by Cory Weinberg

trators, services and supplies,
and maintenance of school
buildings, while the capital
budget covers renovations
and construction on campus,
as well as paying off debt.
“Over the years, the Faculty Senate Budget Commit-

tee has been concerned that
so much of our operating
budget has transferred to
capital budget to pay for construction,” Yezer said. “And
now we’ve got even another
big boom of construction on
campus and we’re really worried that out of our operating
revenue, we’re not spending
very much on classroom instruction.”
The University’s budget
for fiscal year 2011 estimates
a 3.1 percent increase in operating expenses compared
to FY 2010. Over the same
time period, the amount of
capital expenditures funded
by the operating budget will
increase by 5 percent.
Yezer’s calculation of instructional expenditure took
faculty salaries and benefits,
average class size and average course load into account.
Net tuition per student was
adjusted for financial aid deductions.

Joseph Cordes – associate
director of the Trachtenberg
School of Public Policy and
Public Administration and a
professor of economics, public policy and international
affairs – reasoned that GW’s
greater reliance on part-time
faculty compared to other
schools helps decrease the
cost of instructional expenditure.
“Now it is clear that in
many fields GWU does benefit from its location in that
it can engage many superbly
qualified part-time faculty
in many fields. At the same
time, I think there is general
agreement among the faculty
that there would be benefits
from increasing the number
of full-time faculty,” Cordes,
the chair of the fiscal planning and budgeting for the
Faculty Senate, said.
Spending less on classroom instruction means paying professors less, Yezer’s

data show.
Full-time professors at
GW received an average salary of $142,900 during the
2009-10 academic year, according to an annual report
by the American Association
of University Professors. Professors at American received
$3,200 more per year, and
Georgetown professors received $12,600 more per year
on average.
Yezer, who presented his
calculations to the Faculty
Senate earlier this month,
said University administrators have failed to acknowledge the spending disparity
between classroom instruction and construction.
“I honestly don’t think
that what I pointed out is
news to anybody in the administration,” Yezer said.
“They don’t intend to change
the way they operate, that’s
pretty much it. This is what
they’re going to do.” u

SA looks to reclaim funds
Body may reclaim
$40,000 from
30 student orgs
by jamie blynn
Hatchet Staff Writer

rendering courtesy GW media relations

The proposed Science and Engineering Complex faced opposition from local leaders last week, who
wanted more information from the University on how the project will directly benefit residents.

ANC objects to SEC proposal
by Francis Kane
Hatchet Reporter
One of Foggy Bottom’s
top advocacy groups repeatedly challenged the University’s proposed plans for
the Science and Engineering
Complex last week, saying
too many questions about the
effects of the project remain
unanswered.
The Foggy Bottom and
West End Advisory Neighborhood Commission amended
a unanimous resolution they
drafted beforehand objecting
to GW’s proposal at a meeting last Wednesday, wanting
to know more about what the
SEC’s increased classroom
space would mean for the
neighborhood and how the
level of students and staff
might change.
The group’s stance will
be sent to the D.C. Zoning
Commission, a local body
that must approve the University’s SEC pitch before
the building is constructed.
The ANC has had a hand in
the discussions over every
major project the University
has built, as the Zoning Commission considers its input as
the most local neighborhood
group.
A public zoning hearing
on the project is slated for
March 24, and the zoning
commissioners will review
the ANC’s concerns while
considering the proposal.
The Zoning Commission
can request that GW amend
portions of its building blueprints.
Commissioner Asher Corson, a GW alumnus, said the
SEC plan lacks tangible features that would also serve
the neighborhood, and that

GW failed to negotiate with
the ANC.
“The amenities GW put
forward are deficient, seriously deficient,” Corson said,
adding that he does not understand why GW thinks it is “so
entitled that they shouldn’t
have to give up anything in
terms of amenities” or why
the city’s Office of Planning
accepted the plan.

"The amenities GW
put forward are
deficient, seriously
deficient."
Asher corson
ANC Commissioner

But Michael Akin, GW’s
assistant vice president of
government,
international
and
community
affairs,
called the ANC’s comments
unfair. He said the commission removed itself from the
original negotiations, and is
now complaining it was not
included.
“It was a process some
people didn’t like,” Akin
said. “It was a process some
people took themselves out
of.”
Commissioners
also
pushed for inserting a stoplight near 22nd and I streets
– which the University is already considering – and questioned the school’s ability
to offset lost parking spaces
after the University Parking
Garage at the corner of 22nd
and H streets is torn down.
SEC architect Craig Span-

gler said the additional parking spaces will be spread
across campus at the proposed Law Learning Center,
The Avenue and underground
at the SEC. Susi Cora, director
of real estate planning and
project management at GW,
said only nine parking spaces
would be lost in total.
The Commission also objected to the demolition of
Building K – which will be
torn down to make room for
the SEC – arguing the building
has historic significance and a
unique art deco structure.
“We resolve that the
ANC has an objection on
the application and wishes to bring to the Zoning
Commission’s attention the
following concerns and requests that the zoning commission’s review of the application takes these into
consideration,” ANC Chair
Rebecca Coder said, reading
the resolution aloud.
A neighbor in attendance added GW should
allocate funds to finance a
second Foggy Bottom Metro
entrance instead of underground parking at the SEC
because the complex would
increase traffic and strain
the already busy station, but
Akin said State Department,
International Monetary Fund
and World Bank employees
also use the station. He added
that few Metro renovations
are privately funded.
Commissioner Armando
Irizarry said it is unrealistic
to request a second Metro
entrance, but proposed the
University spearhead community efforts and work with
WMATA to bring a second
entrance to the Foggy Bottom
Metro. u

The Student Association
is preparing to reclaim up
to $40,000 from more than
30 student organizations at
the end of this week.
The annual reclamation
affects student organizations that failed to respond
to the SA Senate Finance
Committee's request to examine the organization’s
finances as part of the SA’s
mid-year review.
The selected organizations could lose between 40
and 100 percent of their initial allocation funding.
Organizations
that
failed to respond and did
not spend any of their allotted funds could risk losing
all of their money, Finance
Committee vice chair Travis Holler, ESIA-U, said.
Student organizations
are funded through the SA
by the student fee, a percredit charge every student
pays with his or her tuition.
The reclaimed money will
go back into the SA’s cosponsorship fund.

Among the organizations facing losses are Colonials for Life, GW Bhangra, J Street Hooligans and
Wooden Teeth, according to
a list provided by Holler.
Organizations were notified last Wednesday night,
and have until Friday night
to appeal to the committee.
As of Monday, Holler said
fewer than five organizations had signed up to meet
with the committee.
Finance
Committee
chair Chris Clark, U-At
Large, said the committee
was not aware it was required to reclaim money
until recently.
“Several executives in
[the Student Activities Center] and the SA came up to
us and pointed out the rule
to us, otherwise we did not
know of it,” Clark said.
Holler said the committee has not reclaimed money in recent years because
past review processes were
not as extensive as this
year ’s review.
“This is the first time
in almost 5 years that the
finance committee has followed every single bylaw,”
Holler said. “This is just a
continuation of the committee checking in on organizations to make sure
they are using their money
properly.”
He added the mid-year

review process is important
because it recycles money
back to student organizations that put on programming, rather than having
the unspent funds roll over
to the next year where current students might not
benefit from them.

"They would not
have gotten fined if
they had followed
the rules."
chris clark

Chair
SA Senate Finance Committee
Clark, a candidate for
SA president, said the process was fair, as the organizations had 10 days to respond to the committee.
“We all did this fairly,”
Clark said. “They would
not have gotten fined if
they had followed the rules
and submitted that Google
doc that we had sent to
them numerous times. I
don’t really have a problem
with that.”
The entire SA Senate
will have the final vote on
any reclamation bill. u
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"I don’t think of myself as higher than other students, I have no political aspirations,
I’m not interested in power."
–Joshua Benjamin, candidate for Student Association president
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Staff Editorial

Thumbs Up/
Thumbs Down
The Hatchet’s monthly wrap
up of GW’s ups and downs.
Campus speakers rock GW

With visits from Hillary Clinton, Ruth
Bader Ginsburg and four former White
House press secretaries, GW saw a
number of esteemed campus speakers this month. The University is
a frequent destination for celebrity speakers, but these noteworthy names never fail to remind us
that GW truly is a University in
and of the nation’s capital.

Silence the D.C. noise ordinance

The hustle and bustle of commuters
and the nighttime jaunts of college students
across the city comprise D.C.’s daily rhythm.
There’s just no way around it – cities are
loud. So we can’t help but think
the new D.C. noise ordinance law
is unfair and should be repealed.
Its vague wording (it is illegal to
make “unreasonably loud noise”
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.) allows college students to be punished easily for rowdiness or even
just talking on a walk back from the library.

New campaign helps cigarette
habit go up in smoke

GW unveiled a new campaign to help
students quit their smoking habits. While
nationwide schools have approached
smoking by flatly abolishing it — an
act that often repels students from
kicking their habits — GW is
notably encouraging students
to quit and providing them with
the resources to do so.

Decentralized Career
means greater focus

Center

The University is considering decentralizing the Career Center, allowing for schoolspecific centers to cater to student needs. We
have seen this model work with the
GW Business School’s personalized
career center and so we encourage GW to adopt such a design
for all of the schools on campus.
Decentralized career centers will
allow for staff members to be more
well-versed in the schools’ respective needs,
which is an asset when students seek careers
after graduation or work during college.

3,000 Campaign

In response to findings that GW students are uninformed about sexual assault
and available resources for sexual assault
victims, GW Students Against Sexual Assault launched a campaign known
as the 3,000 Campaign to raise
awareness. This was a notable
effort to educate students on
an important topic, but the statistics they used combined data
from multiple studies and were thus
slightly exaggerated. This is an important issue that deserves attention, but not in a way
that appears untruthful and could jeopardize
the good work of this student org.

Alt Breaks gets a financial break

The Alternative Breaks program gives
Colonials the opportunity to spend their
winter or spring vacations giving back
to communities across the country,
and around the world. The student-run organization under the
Office of Community Service
has previously struggled to fund
trips seeing as it largely relies on
donations and fundraising. But the program will now receive funds from the Student Association, marking a laudable change
for the students involved with Alt Breaks.

Black hole envelopes Foggy
Bottom Metro escalators

A Foggy Bottom Metro escalator, which
should probably be referred to as Foggy Bottom Metro stairs, collapsed Friday
morning during rush hour commute. No one was injured, but
it did cause delays. While Metro
looks into what caused the incident, the numerous issues with the
escalators have plagued the station
for far too long. We hope that repairs fix the
problems once and for all, and that similar
incidents do not occur again.

Three shots for Knapp

You probably didn’t think you would
ever see a video of University President Steven Knapp dancing. Nor did you think you
would see a video of him dancing to party
song “Shots.” Neither did we. But thanks to
the video editing skills of unknown students,
a video of our University president dancing
to the song went viral, and
became GW’s own YouTube
sensation. We don’t know how
Knapp feels about the dubbed
video, but it is still online, and for
that, we are happy.
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The Abolish the SA saga

The issues that plague the Student Association today have existed since its start
These days, the very mention
The goal was to establish an
of the Student Association to the All-University Assembly in the
average GW student evokes a roll SA’s place, one that included stuof the eyes or, at bare minimum, an dents, faculty, administrators and
annoyed chuckle.
alumni in one decision-making
In fact, it seems the only thing body. While great in theory, the idea
students might think is more ridic- was unfounded in reality; it lacked
ulous than the Student Association the political support of any key
is a recently launched
players and ultimately
campaign to abolish it.
went nowhere. In 1974,
The funny thing
the Board of Trustees
is, people have tried to
almost
unanimously
abolish GW’s student
shot down the idea of
government
before.
the AUA.
And it worked.
Fed up with going
In the wake of the
almost half a decade
Vietnam War protests
without representation,
Corey
in the mid-sixties, mostudents then pushed
mentum began to build
for a constitutional conJacobson
around the idea that
vention and, 2 years
Columnist
the SA — then called
later, the Student Assothe Student Assembly
ciation was born.
— was severely flawed. In a 1969
Hatchet op-ed, SA President Neil A history of frustration with
Portnow cited both the SA’s exclu- the SA
Today’s Abolish the SA camsion from the University's decisionmaking process and a lack of com- paign may seem radical, however,
munication between senators and the notion of abolishing the SA is
the student body as reasons for by no means a novel concept. It
its ineffectiveness. Portnow aban- also begs the question of why, year
doned his optimism for general after year, there are still students
reform and ran for re-election on a pushing to eliminate their own representation.
one-issue platform: abolish the SA.
The answer is not all that
Portnow won re-election and
kept his word — Feb. 27, 1970, the crazy. Just like its predecessor, the
current SA serves to do two purSA voted to dissolve itself.
poses: allocating
student funds
and advocating
for student interests. But it is also
plagued by many
of the same problems it was decades
ago.
The SA still has
no vote to form University policy. Instead,
it only has the opportunity to lobby the administration and the
Board. Despite living in
the age of Facebook and
Twitter, there is still
poor communication between
SA
senators
and the student
body. By and
large, senators
do not actively
seek feedback
from their
con-

Today's Abolish the SA campaign may seem
radical, however, the notion of abolishing the SA is
by no means a novel concept.
stituents, nor do they inform the
student body of important accomplishments or efforts. To exacerbate
it all, students are still largely apathetic, meaning that SA senators
are often elected with just a few
hundred votes. Chris Clark, the SA
Senate Finance Committee chair
and a University-At Large senator,
who has significant control over the
roughly $1 million in student funds
allocated this year, was elected by
only 15 percent of the undergraduate student body in last spring’s
elections.
The SA is imperfect, and this is
something that its members openly
admit. And so year after year, SA
candidates run on a platform of
reforming the SA, but that change
rarely materializes.
Instead, the Student Association, bound by strict limits and
vested with little power, often becomes no more than an internally
dynamic organization – institutional revisions sometimes become the
closest step to reform.

Flawed impetus for change

Sophomore Phil Gardner, the
founder of the 2011 Abolish the SA
campaign and current SA presidential candidate, claims that in its
35-year life, the SA has never influenced a major University decision.
I disagree with this assertion
— the push for co-ed dorms in the
1970s and for better Columbian
School advising in 2010 were certainly major University decisions.
But it also ignores the nature of the
SA’s advocacy role. Oftentimes the
most effective lobbying happens
behind closed doors to leverage the
possibility of public pressure or use
personal relationships to get things
accomplished quickly. Through
these efforts, particularly from
individuals in the SA’s executive
branch, important headway has
been made on issues from Gelman
renovations to J Street.
In theory, resolving the salient
issues on campus could be lobbied
for by any student, so there is certainly an argument for disbanding
the current form of student government. But the important question is
what would come in its place.
Gardner believes the two SA
tasks could be re-assigned to existing entities. For student-fund allocation, he proposes the Program
Board or Marvin Center Governing Board assume the responsibility. Regarding student advocacy,

he suggests handing it over to the
Joint Committee of Faculty and
Students, a 12-person body of students and faculty that collaborate
to identify and solve problems on
campus. Gardner argues that the
six students on the committee can
meet informally and function as a
team of lobbyists.
These suggestions are in line
with what happened during the
5-year period decades ago when
no SA existed. Unfortunately, our
history also shows that both ideas
are deeply flawed. In 1970, the Program Board and the MCGB-equivalent came under fire for taking 6
months to fill a key position and for
general disarray.
The JCFS was also not the ideal
mode of student advocacy. A 1971
Hatchet editorial criticized the “endemic failure of the GW administration to seek student input in its
decision-making bodies.” A news
headline read, “Student-Faculty Relationships Stressed.” In 1975, JCFS
actually voted in favor of creating a
constitutional convention to form a
new student government.
Even Katrina Valdes, the student co-chair of JCFS, is skeptical
that JCFS could really function as
the primary advocacy body for
students. When listing the drastic changes that would need take
place for that to happen, including
installing a student representative
from every school on the board and
holding elections, it begins to sound
an awful lot like the All-University
Assembly proposal that was never
able to get off the ground forty
years ago. As a result, Gardner’s
proposal doesn’t seem developed
enough to ensure an outcome any
different than the one of 1970.
I recently spoke to a friend who
is a former senator in the SA and
who, in theory, supports its abolition. He explained his position by
describing the SA as a run-down
house. You can do superficial repairs, but sometimes it’s better to
just tear it down and start anew. I
liked the analogy, but it’s not quite
finished. Without a game plan set
in place, once you tear the house
down you’re just homeless. Certainly a run-down house is better
than no house at all.
–The writer, a senior majoring in
business, is a Hatchet columnist.
Editor's note: This is a first in a series of columns that will examine
the Student Association.

Letters to the editor
Athletic department
review needs students
Last week’s announcement that the University will be conducting a comprehensive
review of its athletic department is a breath
of fresh air.
Hopefully, it will lead to a restructuring
that returns faith in our NCAA Division I
programs. But if the University wants to get
this right, it must do two things: ensure the
review is indeed comprehensive and take
into account the voice of students.
If the University wants to call this a comprehensive review, then no form of introspection should be off the table.
After losing 63 percent of conference
games since 2007, there is growing confusion
as to why head coach Karl Hobbs is still with
the University. These are tough issues. But in
order for this review to be meaningful, the re-

Exercise science is
more than just a class
I have to admit I was a little irked to see
exercise and sports activities being used interchangeably with exercise science in “Exercising for a grade” (Feb. 17, 2010, pg. 4),
by Tom Braslavsky. An uninformed person
reading the column might assume that exercise science majors spend their time taking yoga and kickboxing rather than real

view needs to consider all questions — even
the ones that are difficult to answer.
If firing Hobbs is the best option for the
program, then that is something the University needs to do.
Hobbs doesn’t control everything, so
from the most senior staff members on down,
every position needs to be examined.
Furthermore, if the University really
wants to get this review right, student opinion must be taken into consideration. This
point is crucial not because we are experts
in organizational management of athletic
departments, but because over the course of
the last few years, we have been the most let
down.
Those videos from 2005 — of students
camping outside the Smith Center in order to
get a seat, of making NCAA tournaments, of
our fight song blaring and crowds roaring —
that’s what we want.
While there are a handful of us who still
go to every game, the rest of the student body

has been left without an integral part of campus life.
The University will fail both its students
and the integrity of this review if it doesn’t
take into consideration its obligation to its
students of a successful athletic program.
Athletic teams have the ability to engulf
universities with school pride, to raise the
school’s national recognition, to increase admission application rates and to completely
change the culture of student life on campus.
Now is a perfect time for us to not only
demand action from our University, but to
partner with them in how we go forward.
This review and the hiring of a new athletic director could mark a new day for GW
athletics. Please GW, don’t let us down.
Keith Osentoski
–The writer, a sophomore majoring in
political communication, is a candidate for
an undergraduate SA Senator seat in the
Columbian College of Arts and Sciences.

academic classes. On behalf of my fellow
exercise science majors, I wanted to take
some time to clarify the difference.
In exercise science, we take classes
such as anatomy and physiology, kinesiology, public health, injury assessment
and exercise physiology, in addition to the
hard sciences like biology, chemistry and
physics, and math classes like statistics.
We are future doctors, physical therapists,
athletic trainers, nutritionists, sports psychologists, strength and conditioning specialists, and more. In contrast, exercise and

sports activities offer exercise classes that
can be taken by anyone in the University.
There is no exercise and sports activities
major or degree. I feel the need to stress
this distinction, as there is already a great
deal of confusion regarding what exercise
science majors do. People often assume
we are skating by in an easy major, just
taking pilates or karate, when in fact the
opposite is true.
Lauryn Adams
–The writer is a senior majoring in
exercise science.
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JEC removed six SA
candidates for not
attending a meeting.

Org seeks new home
with demolition looming

by jennie krems
Hatchet Reporter
When the small gym next
to Fulbright Hall is demolished at the end of the semester, exercise science and
exercise and sports activities
classes won’t be the only entities looking for a new home.
Building K, which houses
the Department of Exercise
Science, is also home to student organizations like GW
Taekwondo, which trains
participants in the Korean
martial art. But the group,
which has offered three or
four practices a week since
its inception in the early
1990s, will need a new setting this summer after the
building is knocked down
to make way for the planned
Science and Engineering
Complex.
The demolition of the
building will not occur before spring Commencement,
University
spokeswoman
Michelle Sherrard said. The
University is currently working on finding space to accommodate the displaced
programs.
GW Taekwondo has

started moving events to
Lloyd Gym on the Mount
Vernon Campus as it and
other groups try to replace
the Building K space. But
while other groups may be
able to handle scaled-back
programming, the demands
of taekwondo’s long-term
instruction process require a
short interval between practices, professor Brian Wright,
the group’s faculty adviser,
said.
“[Practicing] once a week
is just dabbling. We’ve had
19 years of training, not just
dabbling,” he said, adding
he thinks the group needs to
train three times a week to be
successful.
The group has known
about the looming demolition for about 2 years, but
Wright said the exact timeline wasn’t known until last
semester, giving the group
little time to find a new space
to fit its needs.
To tackle the problem,
Wright suggested his students start a letter-writing
campaign
to
University
President Steven Knapp that
highlights how the martial
arts have translated to pro-

fessional success.
“A lot of people came
through and learned a lot
and it has made an impact
on their student experience,”
Wright said. “They don’t
remember the brand new
building they had class in,
they remember the stuff they
did.”
The Lerner Health and
Wellness Center and Smith
Center may serve as the new
homes for many exercise
groups, but GW Taekwondo
Marie McGrory | Hatchet Staff Photographer
is composed of community With the demolition of the Building K gym this spring, professor Brian Wright and GW Taekwondo will
members and students from have to find a new home to practice the Korean martial art.
other schools as well as GW
students. Problems may arise
because those members lack
easy access to the building,
sophomore Stephanie Caluag, the organization's president, said.
“We’d hate to have to
look for off-campus space,
just because it’s more convenient to be on campus,”
Caluag said.
Caluag, a black belt, said
taekwondo can be a form of
stress-relief and catharsis.
“I’ve been doing [taekwondo] since I was 7 years
old, so I can’t imagine stopping,” Caluag said. u
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Shocked by prolonged
procedures
by nicolas diaz
Hatchet Reporter
It took almost a month
for the culture shock to set
in once I arrived in Milan.
During my first few days
in Italy I didn’t want to be
anywhere else and, quite
frankly, I didn’t miss being back at GW.
But as I discovered
the local love for bureaucracy, I found that my new
home wasn’t as perfect as
I thought. For any procedure in Italy, from buying
a student Metro card to filing a permit of stay document, endless paperwork
and time are required to
carry out the simplest of
tasks.
Back in D.C., I bought
my SmarTrip card at the
first Metro station I found.
To procure the Italian
equivalent, I had to stand
in line for almost 2 hours,
fill out a form that asked
me the same information
twice, go to another place
to take my picture and finally the last but certainly
not easiest step – deal
with the representative
who would actually issue
my card, whose temper
only worsened whenever
I didn’t understand what
she was asking me in Italian.
The hassle didn’t end

PHoto Courtesy of Nicolas Diaz

Nicolas Diaz, who is studying at Universita Bocconi in Milan, Italy,
poses in Piazza Castello in Torino.

there. Once it was my
turn to file my request for
this student card, I had to
show an official letter of
enrollment from my University, along with my
passport. When all was
filed and done I thought
I could then jump on any
bus, train or tram with
my newly acquired Metro
card, but of course I was
wrong. It turns out I had
to wait until the first day
of the next month until I
could actually start using
it.
When talking with the
locals about this aspect of
their culture, they accept
the fact that this is just how
Italy works. They just love

making people go into one
office to make a payment,
then into another office to
get an approved signature,
and then back to the initial
office in order to fill out
various forms asking for
all types of personal and
irrelevant information.
I don’t completely despise these tedious and
oftentimes stressful experiences that come my way.
I’ve been through major
culture shocks before and
I have always learned to
be a better person because
of them. Perhaps I’ll come
out a more patient individual due to all this waiting I have to do in order to
get anything done. u
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GW Hospital hopes to expand emergency department
by elise apelian
Hatchet Reporter
GW Hospital representatives said they hope to expand
the hospital’s emergency department this summer after the
facility has seen a 34 percent increase in patients since 2002.
The hospital’s chief operating officer, Kimberly Russo,
told residents at last week’s
Foggy Bottom and West End
Advisory Neighborhood Commission meeting that construction would increase the treatment and triage space at the ED
by 3,500 feet.
“Since the new hospital
opened [in 2002], the volume
of the emergency department
has increased by approximately

34 percent, with no change in
the physical size of the department,” Russo said.
The hospital hopes to begin the $2.8 million project this
summer, with construction expected to last about 4 months.
Russo said the renovation is
being funded with reserves of
the hospital’s majority owner,
Universal Health.
Planned renovations are
“entirely interior,” Russo said,
and will convert about 3,500
square feet of space used by
the hospital’s admitting department into emergency department space.
She said the hospital wants
to “decrease wait time and improve client satisfaction,” with
the changes.

Six major clinical treatment
bays will be added to the 26
already in use, and two more
minor care “fast-track” bays
would be created to bring that
total to 13 stations. Plans also
call for two triage bays to be updated and a third triage bay to
be added.
Russo said hospital services
won’t be interrupted during
construction.
GW Hospital requested a
letter from the ANC to proceed
with the development process,
and the ANC voted unanimously Wednesday to give the
hospital a letter of no opposition.
Lisa McDonald, director
of marketing for GW Hospital,
said the ANC letter will be for-

warded to D.C.’s State Health
Planning and Development
Agency and added to the hospital’s application for a Certificate
of Need. Hospitals are required
to obtain this certificate from
agency for certain projects.
“The next step is for SHPDA to review the application
and ask the hospital to submit
additional information to clarify anything they do not understand or approve the application,” McDonald said.
The review is expected
within 90 days.
ANC members had few
concerns about the renovations,
but chair Rebecca Coder asked
if there was a way to alleviate
the noise level of sirens from
ambulances.

Restaurant owners:
Food trucks hurt
local businesses
by caitlyn harkin
Hatchet Reporter
Local restaurants are upset with the abundance of
food trucks doing business
in the area, saying the mobile
eateries are taking away business from formal restaurants.
Members of the newly
formed Washington Circle
Business Association debated
the trucks Wednesday, saying
the trucks directly compete
with restaurants but incur
fewer expenses.
“If someone has a food
truck right outside my restaurant and doesn’t pay rent,
clearly they can sell a burger
for a lot less than I can,” Jeremy Pollok, a managing partner at Tonic, said.
Kris Hart – an alumnus
and owner of on-campus
businesses Foggy Bottom
Grocery and Relaxed Spa &

As pro-democracy protests tear across the Middle
East, the University is still
accepting study abroad applications from students who
want to travel to the region
this fall.
The Office for Study
Abroad is approaching the
March deadline for fall study
abroad applications with cautious optimism, while students who want to study in
the Middle East are embracing
the prospect of experiencing
the tides of social change.
Study abroad advisers
are recommending that students applying to programs in
countries like Egypt, Jordan,
Tunisia and the United Arab
Emirates choose two back-up
locations in case the protests
intensify.
“We will assess safety

GSPM
from p. 1

who was frustrated with
Burke’s hiring priorities, said
the decision to restart the
search process is a step in the
right direction, but said Burke
needs to meet the adjunct
faculty members halfway by
sitting down with them and
listening to their concerns
before the process moves forward.
“If people feel they’re not
being listened to, it is a very
frustrating process. We asked
to sit down and talk with her
and that just didn’t happen.
It creates a sense of distrust,”
Grefe said.

SA
from p. 1

Gelman Library renovations and improving 4-RIDE.
His top priority is to create
“George’s List,” modeled after
the website Craigslist, where
GW students can exclusively
sell their books, apartments,
tickets and other items to one
another on campus.
Unlike his opponents who
have either spent a year on the
SA Senate or have not served at
all, Clark said his experience on
the SA is key.
“Experience gives you the
intangibles that no one else has.
You know the inner workings
because you’ve been there so
long,” Clark said. “I know the
little things that make a difference. I know how to work those
things into a good presidency.”
After spending nearly a year
away from the SA, Raymond, a
junior, said his previous experiences left him disheartened
about the organization’s pur-

to the amount of embassies in
the area, and others come from
Maryland and Virginia for specialty services.
Russo said GW Hospital
is the only acute-care general
hospital in D.C. that pays taxes
to the District — about $5.7
million in 2010 — and said by
expanding its services it will be
“contributing to the city’s economic base.”
After the ANC meeting
McDonald explained that GW
pays taxes since it is a for-profit
hospital, while hospitals like
the ones at Georgetown and
Howard universities are nonprofits.
GW Hospital also provided
$7.7 million in uncompensated
care in 2010. u

ESIA receives
$3.15 million gift

Tans – said the association
hopes to find a way to even
the playing field between
trucks and brick-and-mortar
businesses, adding that it is
difficult for small businesses
to maintain an identity in an
file photo
area dominated by a large
Local food trucks flock to campus at lunchtime, but businesses in the Foggy
university.
“In Foggy Bottom and Bottom neighborhood are concerned about the increased competition.
West End, we’ve kind of
been overshadowed by the present a challenge for busi- challenging,” Pollok said.
800-pound gorilla known as nesses in the city, Hart said, “It’s more difficult than it
the George Washington Uni- and while the DCRA has needs to be. I’ve owned busiversity,” Hart said.
come a long way in the last 5 nesses in other locations and
The group hosted D.C. years in terms of its services, the red tape is a lot more here
Councilmember
Harry restructuring still needs to be than what I’ve experienced in
Thomas, the new chair of done. He said permitting and other places.”
the Council’s Committee on licensing processes and reguPollok said the WashingEconomic Development, to lations are too lengthy.
ton Circle Business Associaaddress issues ranging from
Pollok further explained tion is a good forum for local
unemployment to the role of that the department’s policies businesses to work together
the District’s Department of are restrictive and tedious.
and promote community inConsumer and Regulatory
“Dealing with the regula- terests.
Affairs.
tions in the District of Colum“As individuals we have
For many business own- bia can be very time consum- a little bit less of a voice than
ers, the department's policies ing, very expensive and very as a group,” Pollok said. u

Students able to study in Middle East
by cory weinberg
Hatchet Staff Writer

“We’re not anticipating
an increase in the sirens or the
noise from ambulance traffic,”
Russo said.
Use of GW Hospital’s ER,
which is a certified Level I Trauma Center, has increased an
average of 5 percent annually
since 2003.
The hospital estimates the
population in its service area
will increase at a rate of about
1.4 percent annually and that
ER demand will match that
population growth.
The emergency department
treated 71,242 patients last year
and admitted 10,617 according
to hospital data.
Along with local residents,
a significant international population uses the hospital due

based on information provided by such resources as the
U.S. Department of State, our
International SOS insurance
company and others,” University spokeswoman Jill Sankey
said in an e-mail.
The swell of discontent in
the region brought down authoritarian regimes in Egypt
and Tunisia, and cut study
abroad experiences short for
students studying in the region this spring.
Fourteen GW students
studying in Cairo were evacuated 2 weeks ago when violence escalated in the buildup
to President Hosni Mubarak’s
resignation. They have since
moved to other programs in
the region or have returned
home.
Similarly, a short-term
study abroad class at the University examining marketing
and consumer behavior in
the Middle East was slated to

travel to Tunisia in March, but
professors and the University
decided to cancel the trip once
turbulence engulfed the country in January.
“We started thinking about
back-up plans for the course
because students have already
committed and need the credit
hours in order to graduate in
the summer,” professor Salah
Hassan said. “We thought that
if the situation gets worse in
Tunisia, where else will we
go? Believe it or not, our backup plan was Egypt.”
Hassan said the class
would continue away from the
protests and remain in D.C.
“Safety was our primary
concern of course, so we decided to take the course experience entirely stateside,”
Hassan said. “We are not compromising any of the learning.
Just the correct cultural context will not be there.”
Egypt has long been a pop-

ular destination for students
who want to learn Arabic and
bolster their international affairs credentials. The University offers study abroad options through programs with
American University in Cairo
and AMIDEAST.
Sophomore Abby Casey,
who sent in an application last
week to study with the AMIDEAST program in Cairo in the
fall, said the revolution for free
elections and constitutional
reform in the country has inspired her to study there, but
a history of violent protests
worries her parents.
“What’s going on has negatively impacted our going
abroad, not because it’s making us not want to go, but because it’s making our parents
apprehensive,” Casey said.
“I’m glad the protests are happening, and I think it will be
the coolest time to go, but my
parents think I’m crazy.” u

Grefe, who spoke out in
a Hatchet article about the
adjunct faculty's frustrations
with the search process, said
Burke attempted to fire him
for his comments about her
hiring priorities. Grefe said he
learned of the incident from a
fellow faculty member.
Cushman – GSPM’s acting director – was allegedly
asked to fire Grefe, but declined to comment on any
conversations among the senior GSPM faculty. He said,
however, that he considers
Grefe a valued and respected
member of the adjunct faculty.
“He is teaching now for
the GSPM and will continue
to do so,” Cushman said in an

e-mail. “I expect Ed to continue to serve our students with
the same dedication that has
been his hallmark for nearly
16 years.”
Burke declined to say
if she asked for Grefe's dismissal but said "should [his]
course continue to be offered,
Mr. Grefe would continue to
be contacted about teaching
it."
As for the next search
committee, faculty and alumni interviewed hope that they
can be more involved, even
with an outside firm assisting
in the process.
“Now that there’s a more
open search, I would love to
see, and would hope to see,
a representative from the

[GSPM] Alumni Association
and the faculty and the students [on the search committee] so that their input and
guidance can be heard,” Robert Thorman, president of the
GSPM Alumni Association,
said.
GSPM hasn't released information about the composition of the new committee.
“[The previous search
committee’s] efforts were instrumental in allowing us to
test the pool, and their work
will become the basis for the
new search going forward,”
Burke said in her letter. “I am
confident that the two searches will ultimately lead us
to identify the GSPM’s next
leader.” u

pose. But as candidates began
announcing their campaigns
for the presidency, he said he
felt compelled to once again
step forward and run for the
SA, adding that the majority of
candidates appeared either inexperienced or ineffective.
As the president of GW
Band, Raymond described his
year off from the SA as beneficial, saying he knows what it is
like to work with the organization from both sides.
“I think we can have someone in charge who’s president
of the SA who can truly advocate on behalf of the student
body,” Raymond said, adding that his position has given
him perspective on how the SA
should work with student organizations.
Gardner, a sophomore, is
running on an abolish the SA
campaign, centering his bid on
ending the organization altogether.
“Student governments are
a bad idea. They don’t actually
govern anything outside of their
own office and are rarely effec-

tive. The SA is not an exception.
Be it Gelman, dining, GWireless
or SJS, the SA has been unable
to make substantial progress
on the issues that matter to GW
students,” Gardner said.
If elected, Gardner said
he will work to abolish the SA
from the beginning of his term,
and will step down once the
task is completed and an alternative has been set in place. He
intends to implement a system
of student lobbyists, advocating
full-time on student issues.
Agyeman said he is running for SA president because
he represents the average student.
“They’ve been doing this
for the past 3 years and see [the
presidency] as the next step,”
said Agyeman, a junior and
president of the Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity. He is centering
his campaign on the idea of
centralizing academic resources in one accessible location,
increasing interaction with SA
representatives and students,
and granting certain student
organizations “legacy status,”

making it easier for them to get
funding for traditional events
they hold year after year.
Benjamin launched his campaign in similar terms, referring
to himself as “just a student.”
“I don’t think of myself as
higher than other students, I
have no political aspirations,
I’m not interested in power,”
said Benjamin, the co-executive
of the student theater company
14th Grade Players. “I just feel
no one ever runs for office who
is really just a student.”
If elected, he said he would
get rid of the favoritism he feels
the SA financial process has
come to use.
“The SA has come to favor
Greek life and political organizations like the CRs and CDs. I
just want to make it even across
the board. I want to bring attention to the rest of the GW
student community,” Benjamin
said.
Last week, SA Sens. Amanda Galonek, CCAS-U, and Ted
Costigan, CCAS-U, each declared their candidacies for executive vice president, the SA’s

by sarah ferris
Hatchet Staff Writer

school online. It will also create four new associate director
positions within the school,
which will focus on project
development, fundraising and
relationship-building.
Sherrard said the donation fits into the Elliott School’s
“impressive trajectory” as a
leading school of international
affairs and speaks directly to
the school’s prestigious role in
addressing global challenges.
Associate Dean for Faculty
Affairs Barbara Miller said the
Elliott School is already the
largest school for international
affairs in the country, and is
widely recognized among the
top-tier schools.
“This gift will enhance our
capacity for research, teaching, and policy engagement in
response to the most pressing
international issues, such as
increasing opportunities for
women and girls globally,”
Miller said.
The gift’s announcement
comes in the wake of Elliott
School Dean Michael Brown's
stated goal at the University’s
Board of Trustees meeting
earlier this month to make the
school one of the top three or
even the No. 1 international affairs school in the nation. u

Greek

speak volumes to how the University feels about us and it is
good to be rewarded for the
hard work and things the chapter contributes to campus every
year.”
Laura Riegler, the president
of Phi Sigma Sigma, said her
chapter is honored to have the
opportunity to move to Townhouse Row. S.J. Tilden, the
president of Sigma Chi, did not
return a request for comment.
Alpha Epsilon Phi and
Sigma Delta Tau will move into
the two townhouses vacated by
Phi Sigma Sigma. Multicultural
Greek Council organizations
Sigma Psi Zeta and Kappa
Alpha Psi will move into the
houses vacated by Phi Kappa
Psi and Sigma Chi.
Molly Finer, the president
of Alpha Epsilon Phi, said her
chapter is excited to be moving into its first townhouse. The
chapter currently has two floors
in International House.
“I think it will really help
with our presence on campus
and help unite us with the rest
of the community,” Finer said.
Sigma Delta Tau President
Lauren Katz echoed Finer’s
sentiments, saying the house
will help keep her chapter organized by providing space to
hold meetings and would be
a “great talking point” during
recruitment.
Kappa Alpha Psi President
Kwasi Agyeman said having a
house as a multicultural organization would have a big impact
on Greek life at GW. The president of Sigma Psi Zeta did not
return request for comment.
The next Greek-life housing allocation process will take
place this fall. u

The Elliott School of International Affairs received one
of the largest donations in the
school’s history, funds that will
go toward increasing research,
teaching and outreach.
The $3.15 million donation is an initial investment,
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said, which
will have “an immediate impact on students.”
The gift’s focus is to increase research that will explore some of the world’s most
pressing challenges, including
international security, international economics and development and global women’s
issues, Sherrard said.
“This extraordinary gift
will secure GW’s Elliott School
of International Affairs’ place as
a global leader in the study of
several of the most important
issues facing humanity in the
21st century,” Sherrard said.
The funds will also support new courses, special
events and conferences. The
gift will also increase the scope
of the Elliott School Web Video
Initiative, which provides Web
users with free access to watch
special events held at the

from p. 1
the last process,” Miller
said. “We got a lot of negative
feedback about everybody
competing every time and the
negative competition among
the chapters.”
Miller said chapters enter
a housing agreement under a
particular status, such as “silver” or “gold,”and will be expected to maintain that status
or else risk impacting the length
of their next term.
When housing decisions
were released last time, Phi
Kappa Psi was under investigation for hazing. The chapter
still received University-owned
housing because its assignment
was based on the application
submitted prior to the investigation. Because the current
decisions were based only on
the original applications, Miller
said the results of the past investigation were “not relevant.”
Phi Kappa Psi was kicked
off Townhouse Row in 2005
stemming from “misuse of the
house,” Miller said.
“There are opportunities
for chapters to learn from their
mistakes and come back to
being excellent chapters, and
that’s what Phi Psi has done,”
Miller said.
Phi Kappa Psi President
John McNamara said his chapter and alumni members are all
excited to once again be residing in Townhouse G.
“It’s a comeback story our
chapter has been waiting for
since leaving the Row in ’05,”
McNamara said. “It really does
second-highest position. The
pool has more than doubled
since then, with three more candidates announcing their intentions to run.
Current SA Sen. Zahin
Hasan, SEAS-U, said he will
run his campaign based on
common sense.
“It doesn’t make sense to
charge for student counseling,
but we can deal with it using
common sense,” Hasan said.
“When problems arise, our
goal is to fix it. As an engineer,
being EVP is not going to help
me with my job, I don’t plan to
further my political career. I just
want to help out, and with common sense, EVP is the best way
to do that.”
Sam Free, a junior, has also
thrown her name into the ring
of candidates for EVP. Also an
SA outsider, Free said she is
not concerned about her lack
of participation in the SA Senate.
“As former co-president of
REMIX [the Racially and Ethnically Mixed Student Association] and treasurer of the Stu-

dent Theatre Council, I know
the issues of student orgs and
of the students in general,” Free
said. “The SA in the past has
come across as very closed off
and not open, but every student should have a part in the
student government.”
If elected, Free said she will
be the voice for the students,
reaching out to get everyone
more involved.
Aria Varasteh, another SA
outsider, is also running his
campaign with a student organization focus, including
streamlining the SA’s reimbursement process.
“I’ve been lucky enough to
have participated in many student organizations at GW... it’s
because of these experiences
that I’m running, because I’ve
been able to identify problems
that I believe can be addressed
and improve lives of students
both in and out of student organizations.”
The election will be held
March 9 and 10.
–Madeleine Morgenstern
contributed to this report.
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IN Brief
Dragons slay Colonials at
home with strong defense
It was the kind of awakening
a team never wants to receive.
The Colonials entered their second game of the season against
Drexel with confidence after demolishing Howard 21-3 in the
season opener, but were overpowered by the Dragons in their
second outing. The 14-9 loss
served as a wakeup call for the
women’s lacrosse team.
Drexel’s strong defensive effort overwhelmed the Colonials
Saturday, playing a strong press
that kept GW from being particularly effective on offense.
“They were pressuring us today and we didn’t play well at
all against that pressure,” head
coach Tara Hannaford said. “We
have to be able to adapt and also
stick to our game plan.”
Drexel quickly took control of
the game, jumping out to a 4-0
lead early in the first. The Colonials fought back, cutting the
Dragons’ lead to a single point
by halftime. GW had the necessary momentum heading into
the second, but failed to capitalize on its strong finish before
halftime.
“We have to be consistent,”
Hannaford said. “And when we
are playing well we have to maintain it.”
GW’s top performer Saturday
was sophomore attack Nicole
Lacey, who scored four goals
and added an assist against the
stingy Drexel defense. Despite
the loss Lacey was adamant tha
the Colonials have potential for
a successful season.
“I think that we really could’ve
worked a lot better as a team. I
don’t think that we were really
working as a cohesive unit,”
Lacey explained. “I think that we
can be a phenomenal team if we
get all of this together.”
Junior midfielder Sarah Phillips also had a strong game for
the Colonials, finishing with a
goal and two assists. Senior
goalkeeper Liz Hoffman matched
her career high with 17 saves
throughout the game.
Hannaford said she hoped
GW can be focused going into the
rest of its season, asserting the
talent is there – she just needs
her team to realize its own capabilities.
“[This team] is a lot quicker
than we have been in the past,”
Hannaford said, “but I think we
still need to realize that if we
want our offense, defense and
transition games to be really
successful.”
Though visibly frustrated after the rough showing against
Drexel, Hannaford was clear in
expressing what her goals are
for this season.
“As a team, our goals are really to first have everyone work
fast together and work hard every day,” Hannaford said, “Ultimately, the big prize is the A-10
Championship.”
The Colonials next play
Wednesday, Feb. 23, when they’ll
face American on Jacobs Field at
3 p.m.
–Jake Deitcher

Last word
"My wife wanted the
doctors at GW to check
my blood pressure at
halftime."
–Karl Hobbs, men's basketball
head coach, on his stress level
during his team's 82-80 win over La
Salle in Philadelphia Saturday night.
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The number of minutes men's
basketball junior guard Tony Taylor
played in GW's win Satuday night.

Kvancz stepping down from post as AD
by louis nelson
Sports Editor
After 17 years as the head of the
athletic department for GW, Jack
Kvancz announced his retirement
Thursday, saying he would assume
a role as special adviser to the University.
Kvancz said he had been considering retirement for a few years, but
said he had no immediate plans to
step down until the Board of Trustees announced plans for a complete
review of GW athletics.
“It fit right into what I was thinking about anyway,” Kvancz said. “It
was ideal.”
Senior Vice President of Student
and Academic Support Services
Robert Chernak said the beginning
PHOTo courtesy gw media relations
stages of a nationwide search for Athletic director Jack Kvancz will step down from the job he's held for the past 17 years.
Kvancz’s replacement would begin GW's basketball teams made 18 total trips to the NCAA Tournament under Kvancz.
this week. Kvancz is scheduled to
officially retire June 30, but Chernak tees, providing context and insight former status as a perennial Atlansaid that if a new athletic director into how things have been done at tic 10 powerhouse has raised quesisn’t in place by then, Kvancz could GW in the past.
tions about the safety of head coach
stay in his job until the search is com“I see myself being involved in Mike Bozeman’s job. Kvancz said
pleted.
all the committees, sitting on none, his imminent departure would not
“It’s difficult to anticipate how to be there to say, ‘Hey, this is the prevent him from making staffing
long it might take to develop the way it was done and these are the decisions, adding that he would not
guidelines, not just to reflect what reasons it was done this way and if make any coaching moves until the
the current condition is but also there’s a better way to do it, let’s talk end of season.
what some of the expectations might about it.’ ”
“What I would say to you is that
be that are articulated in the longKvancz’s departure comes in if you’re here and [making a coachterm plan that this committee that I the midst of a down stretch for his ing decision] comes up, you gotta
referenced is gonna work on,” Cher- department’s flagship programs, deal with it. That’s not one you hide
nak said. “I would suspect that it’s the men’s and women’s basketball behind,” Kvancz said. “I think that
gonna be a while before we identify teams, relative to the success that if you’re working until June 30 you
the successful candidate.”
both squads enjoyed in the mid- should work until June 30. Just unIn his new role as a special ad- 2000s.
derstand that, you gotta keep in the
viser, Kvancz said he doubts he’ll
With 1 year left on his contract, back of your mind that some of the
actually sit on either the special com- men’s basketball head coach Karl decisions you make might have an
mittee or on the steering committee Hobbs’ job security has been a ma- effect on whoever you hire.”
the Board will establish. Instead, he jor source of discussion amongst
What could potentially effect
said he’ll likely work with the vari- fans, and the steep decline of the Hobbs' return for an 11th season,
ous committees and sub-commit- women's basketball team's from its Kvancz said, is the crop of incoming

freshmen the Colonials have inked
to national letters of intent for next
season. The recruiting class is one
of the best Hobbs has ever brought
to GW, highlighted by center Erik
Copes, rated by ESPN as the sixthbest high school center in the country.
“I think you have to factor that
in,” Kvancz said. “Now, how large
you factor that in? That depends
on a lot of things, but I think you’re
crazy not to look and say, ‘Okay, do
we have the same situation again?’ I
think it all has to be factored in.”
Even after he steps down,
Kvancz said he likely won’t stray
far from the Smith Center. The job
has taken its toll on the 65-yearold, and he’ll enjoy the extra time
he gets to spend with his wife and
his grandkids. He can brag that
he’s the only person in NCAA
history to hold athletic director
jobs at Division I, Division II and
Division III schools without ever
being fired, and he can take pride
in the 18 total NCAA Tournament
appearances that GW basketball
teams made during his tenure.
But after a career of spending Saturdays and Sundays at basketball
stadiums, Kvancz said he’s mostly
looking forward to being able to
skip a game or two.
“It becomes all-consuming. And
it’s not that I won’t do things that I
have to do, clearly for now, but even
in the future, it’s just being able to
say, ‘I don’t have to do that,’” he
said. “So if I want to take the kids to
the park, I take them to the park. I’m
just so much of a basketball junkie,
and I love baseball too, I don’t ever
see myself not going to those games,
but it’s nice to have an option to say,
‘I don’t have to be there today.’ ” u

men's basketball GW 82, LA SALLE 80

GW escapes Philly with win
by ELIZBAETH TRAYNoR
Contributing Editor
PHILADELPHIA – It wasn’t a glamorous win Saturday night for the men’s basketball team. It wasn’t
a perfect win, nor was it a sexy win. It wasn’t the
kind of win that will let men’s basketball head
coach Karl Hobbs rest easy over the next few days.
What GW’s 82-80 win Saturday night on the
road against La Salle was was a tough, down-tothe-wire victory against a team the Colonials (1412, 7-5 Atlantic 10) beat for their first A-10 victory
earlier this season in a gym where, last year, GW
suffered one of its most heartbreaking defeats.
It was a win that vaulted GW into a tie with
Rhode Island for fifth place in the conference
standings, and it was a win that left Hobbs hoarse
in the post-game press conference just minutes
after watching La Salle big man Aaric Murray’s
potential game-tying jumper bounce off the rim
as time expired.
“My wife wanted the doctors at GW to check
my blood pressure at halftime,” Hobbs joked after
the game. “It’s not good, trust me."
The Colonials jumped out to a 59-41 lead out
of halftime on the strength of a 16-3 run. The Explorers responded with an 8-0 run of their own to
climb back into the game, but La Salle didn’t really begin to threaten until later in the game, chipping away at GW’s double-digit lead starting at
around the 8-minute mark.
Taking advantage of a combination of free
throws, three-pointers and Colonial turnovers, the
Explorers managed to shrink GW’s lead to as few
as one with 26 seconds left, but found themselves
unable to net the go-ahead basket. Junior guard
Tony Taylor, who tied for the team lead with 17
points Saturday night, left the door open for a
La Salle victory by missing a pair of free throws
with 6 seconds left that could have put the game
away for GW, but once Murray’s baseline jumper
clanked off the far side of the rim and out, Taylor

was vindicated and GW escaped with its third
win in its last four games.
Even after seeing his top scorer miss the late
free throws, Hobbs was quick to give credit for the
victory to Taylor, who was on the floor for all but
2 minutes of Saturday’s win. The GW head coach
chalked up the Explorers’ late rally at least partially to fatigue on Taylor’s part, and added that
without the buffer the Colonials had built early
in the second half, Saturday’s game likely would
have had a different result.
“I think that because we got an 18-point lead
in the second, I feel like that was the only difference,” Hobbs said. “If it had been a 16-point lead,
I’m not so sure we would have won the game.”
While Hobbs got to breathe a sigh of relief at
the podium after the game, La Salle head coach
John Giannini expressed disappointment in his
team’s inability to stop some of GW’s go-to scoring plays.
“They run a play called ‘wheel’ that we totally
knew what they were doing and we practiced it
and drilled on it. It’s a fundamental thing, and
they get two layups off of that in the first half,” Giannini said. “It’s extremely hard to lose that game
and to play the way we’ve been playing.”
Joining Taylor at the top of the stat sheet for
the Colonials was freshman forward Nemanja
Mikic, who scored 15 of his 17 points from behind
the three-point line. Sophomore forward Dwayne
Smith had 14 points in the GW win, while sophomore forward David Pellom tied his career high
with 13 rebounds.
Saturday’s victory was GW’s seventh A-10
win of the season, surpassing its conference win
total from last season. Sitting in the top half of the
conference standings late in the season for the first
time since 2006-2007, the Colonials are in a position to potentially host a first-round game in the
A-10 Tournament at the Smith Center as long as
they can finish eighth or better in the conference
standings at the end of the season.

women's basketball Richmond 70, GW 62

Colonials lose second straight
by noah cohen
Hatchet Staff Writer
GW traveled to Richmond Saturday a shaken squad, leaving behind a
devastating loss to Temple Wednesday
that was the worst in program history.
The Colonials were looking to regain
their confidence against the Spiders,
but despite a stronger effort on the
court, GW was ultimately overpowered 70-62 by Richmond.
Despite the loss, GW still clinched
a berth to the Atlantic 10 Championship after both Saint Louis and Rhode
Island fell Saturday, ensuring the Colonials will travel to Lowell, Mass., in
March for the conference tournament.
The Colonials started strong
against Richmond, opening the game
with a 5-0 run. The Spiders caught up
later in the first half though, seizing the
lead heading into halftime. The Colonials (8-18, 3-9 A-10) made a solid second-half comeback, at one point cutting Richmond’s lead to a single point
at the 10:21 mark in the second. In the
end though, it wasn’t enough, and the
Spiders claimed their victory on the
strength of a late 12-5 run.
“I was proud of the way the team
bounced back from the Temple game,”
head coach Mike Bozeman said. “I
thought it was a complete game that
we played. We actually won every statistical category.”
GW outrebounded and outshot the
Spiders, ending the night with a shoot-

ing percentage of 36.2. The glaring discrepancy in the game came in the two
teams’ performances at the free throw
line. Richmond went 22 of 28 from the
charity stripe, while the Colonials converted 7 of 11 shots from the line.
“I think [we] gave a great effort
but came up short from the free throw
line,” Bozeman said.
The Colonials had four players
score in double digits Saturday night.
Junior forward Sara Mostafa, who
came off the bench for GW, registered a
team-high 15 points and grabbed nine
rebounds. Junior guard Tiana Myers
earned her second double-double of
the season, with 12 points and 10 rebounds. Sophomores Danni Jackson
and Brooke Wilson scored 14 and 10
points, respectively, but even the dominant offensive effort ultimately wasn’t
enough to overcome Richmond’s
drive.
“I just thought the girls really, really fought,” Bozeman said, “and in the
end Richmond came out on top.”
Bozeman seemed heartened by the
effort his team showed, as it now turns
its attention to championship play.
“I think tonight they wanted to
come out and demonstrate that they
were capable of playing the type of
basketball that is expected of them,”
Bozeman said.
The Colonials play their last road
game of the regular season Wednesday,
traveling to Cincinnati to take on Xavier. Tip-off is scheduled for 7 p.m. u
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Junior guard Tony Taylor had 17 points and was on the
court for all but 2 minutes of GW's win Saturday.

“This time of year you have to will yourself to
win,” Hobbs said. “At the end of the day, we got
the stops that we needed down the stretch, we got
the key rebounds that we needed and we made all
the big free throws down the stretch, with the exception of the last two at the end. [Taylor] played
so many minutes and he was totally exhausted,
and if he weren’t exhausted the game would’ve
never come down to what it came down to.”
Next up for the Colonials is the second of their
two games this season against Charlotte, a team
GW beat on the road 73-67 Feb. 5. Tip-off at the
Smith Center for that game is set for 7 p.m. u

Athletics
from p. 1

The committee will take a
holistic look at athletics across
GW, but Ramsey said he saw
potential for immediate and tangible upgrades.
“Obviously there are some
places where you can have an
impact short term. I mean, baseball for example, has had amazing [success], both graduation
to the professional levels as well
as highly acclaimed individual
players with very limited facilities,” he said. “So we’re gonna
look at how we can maybe enhance and help their facilities. So
it’ll be across the board.”
Beyond Levine, the committee will be filled by a combination of Board members and University administrators.
“This is about getting better.
As president of the Yankees, we
have a philosophy here. My philosophy is always to be a champion,” Levine said. “That’s our
goal every year, championshipcaliber quality. And hopefully
that’s what I’m gonna try and
bring to my responsibility on this
committee, to see how can we get
better.”
A steering committee that
will report to the larger committee on athletics will be populated with members of the GW
community including alumni,
staff, faculty and students. Both
Kvancz and Senior Vice Provost

and Senior Vice President for
Student and Academic Support
Services Robert Chernak said the
steering committee would likely
break down from there into subcommittees to isolate and address
specific issues, but both added
that planning for the committee
had not yet reached that point.
In terms of selecting a new
athletic director, Ramsey said the
committee won’t be a part of the
official decision-making process
but will have input in the search
for Kvancz’s replacement.
“The University administration, led by Chernak, will conduct a search for the athletic director, but given that this special
committee is gonna be performing its duties at the same time as
that’s gonna be ongoing, there
will definitely be cooperation between that process and this one,”
Ramsey said. “They’ll be in lock
step. I think that’s the other fortunate part about the timing.”
Ultimately, Ramsey said,
the goal will be to turn GW into
a school with teams that consistently compete at high levels,
in the mold of other successful
private universities around the
country.
“Nobody’s gonna mistake
us for Duke today, but they’re a
private school, we’re a private
school. They have 22 Division
I sports, we have 22 Division I
sports,” Ramsey said. “We’re the
largest University in Washington,
D.C., we’re growing and doing a
lot of great things." u

